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—Nym'phalinm, Picrinfe, Lijci&nidse, and Hes'pcridi&. The
only species with marked aposematic colouring and habits

was the Lycrenid Alxna aniawuhi, and of this only two
specimens were offered, both being eaten freely. After

fifteen days of this diet the Mantis escaped : she was then
as healthy and vigorous as when first captured.

Mantis XL, female, species resembling Sphodromantis
lincolci, Salisbury. Fed solely upon Acr/va caldarcna and
A. axina, and Limnas chrysippus, with long periods of

starvation, two of them a month in duration. Seventeen
chrysip)pus, six caMarc?ia, and three a^jma were eaten without
any signs of distaste, while four cunnaweve discarded after

tasting several times. The Mantis was captured on April

3, 1898, and refused food on September 4, dying on Sep-
tember 8 without signs of ill-health or blindness. Mr.

Marshall suggests that the species may be a winter form
(possibly of S. lineola) specially adapted to eat Acrseas

when other butterflies are scarce. —E. B. P.]

3. Conclusions from Experiments on Mantid.e.
(E. B. P.)

Certain conclusions stand out very clearly, while others

are suggested as probable. These voracious insects did

not show any dislike of butterflies outside the DanainiB
and Acr/vincV. The undoubtedly aposematic Pierine genus
Mylothris was freely eaten, and so were the following

genera with probable warning colours, movements, and
attitudes

—

Ncptis, Ahvna, Fcniila, and the moth Egylolis

vaillantina. Even the Danainsn were generally eaten with-

out hesitation (II., IV., XI.), and never rejected alto-

gether. In marked contrast was the behaviour of

Mantidai towards Acnvhuv, which were constantly refused,

and often eaten only after one or more trials and long-

intervals of time. When the Acrseas wei'e eaten freely

and without hesitation there is reason for suspecting

exceptional hunger. The summary of experiments
shows very clearly that " Pardojjsis appears to be consider-

ably more distasteful. . . . than the general run of

Acrreas " (G. A. K. M., October 7, 1807, Malvern). There
were also less marked diff"erences in the defjree of dislike

shown towards other species ; thus axina was less freely

eaten than caldarcna (XL); caldarcna appeared to be
eaten more freely than halali, neohule, induna, and natalica
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(IX.), althougli the numbci' offered of these latter was
insufficient to warrant a certain conclusion ; cahira was

rejected while a considerable proj)ortion of" the cnccdon

and sercna were accepted (V.) ; Itorta evidently possesses

a high degree of unpalatability to Manti(l[& (I., II.).

Mr. Marshall's evidence, by far the most important

collected in the case of the Manliihv., is in entire accord

with the few obseavations which had been previously

recorded. Thus the late Mr. de Nicoville found that

Acnea viohtt was the only butterfly refused by all the

species of Mantis with which he experimented in the

East ("Butterflies of India, Burmah, and Ceylon," vol. i,

pt. ii, p. 318). Colonel J. W. Yerbury informs me that he

watched the Mantis G<mg//h(s goiKjyloichs hanging from

the drooping lavender flowers of a species of Duranta at

Trinkomali (1890-91), and capturing the butterflies

which were attracted by the bloom. The insect hung by
its four posterior legs, with head thrown back and preda-

ceous legs held ready for striking. He saw it capture

and eat Delias eucliaris on several occasions, and also

Belenois mcscniina and the Hesperid Hasora alcxis (Fab.).

Colonel C. T. Binoham has also jiiven me a male
specimen of the Harpagid Mantis, Crcohotra urhana (Fab.),

found by him on a Lantana bush actually eating Delias

descomhcsi (Boisd.). This observation was made in the

North Shan States, Upper Burma, on October 9, 1900.

The fact that two species of Delias were thus freely eaten

compares in an interesting manner with the acceptance of

Mylothris by the African species of Mantis. Wemay safely

conclude that outside the Acrieinie, and doubtfully the

Danainx, Mantidfn devour butterflies very freely, the

species with warning colours as well as the others, and
that they are far more undiscriminating than the majority

of vertebrate insect-eaters. Thus Mr. F. Finn found Delias

cucharis to be one of the most distasteful of all butterflies

to many species of Indian birds (" Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng.,"

vol Ixvii, PI. ii, No. 4, 1897, p. G67). Mr. Finn also

found in East Africa that a moth of the genus Ugyholis

{F. vaillantina^ was refused by a Chamceleon and a Gecko
("Natural Science," vol i. No. 10, Dec. 1892, p. 747). It

is of deei3 interest to find such marked dififerences between
the preferences of the various groups of insect-eating

animals.

In addition to the observations recorded above, Ur.
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David Sharp, F.R.S., quotes Mr. F. Muir concerning the
food of Idolum (liaholicum (Sauss.) at Mozambique :

—
" Its

food seemed to consist of flies, Limnas clirjisippus being-

rejected, even when liungry, and other butterflies only

taken for lack of other food " (Proc. Cambr. Phil, Soc,
vol. X, pt, iii, p. 175). Mr. Edward Barlow (Proc. Asiat.

Soc. Bengal, Dec. 1894) states that Hierod^tla bijjapilla

(Serv.), kept in captivity at Calcutta, ate ordinary flies

[Muscci sp.) with avidity, but attacked with great re-

luctance the common large green blowfly {Lucilict sp.),

only eating them when they could get nothing else. Two
bugs, Cyelopeticc sp. and Fliysoments sp,, offered when the
Mantis was very hungry were never eaten, although often

killed. After tasting the former, the Mantis wiped its

mouth against its right fore-leg several times. This last

observation is the only record I have found of Hemiptera
offered as food to Mantielm.

The question arises as to whether the preferences

exhibited by Mcintida} in captivity are the same as those

which exist in the wild state, A Mantis is probably less

affected in this respect by confinement than a vertebrate

animal ; but the same general criticism will probably hold

in both cases —that while the rejection of an insect by a
not over-fed insectivorous animal in captivity is evidence
of unpalatability or dislike, its acceptance is not sufficient

evidence of appreciation or that it constitutes an element
of the normal diet. An insect may be eaten readily in

captivity which would be rejected or only eaten under the

stress of hunger in the wild state ; for it is generally quite

impossible to supply an animal under artificial conditions

with the variety and often the quantity of insects which
it would catch for itself. In this respect a large Mantis
can be kept in a more normal condition than an insecti-

vorous vertebrate, because of the much larger amount of

food required by the latter ; although the young Mantis
would offer great difficulties to the breeder, because of the
vast numbers of very minute insects which it would
require. But Mr, Marshall's experiments yielded plenty

of evidence of the positive refusal and acceptance, as it

were under protest, of Acr^inm, so that there can be no
doubt of their distastefulness to this class of enemy,
although acceptance might under the circumstances

have not been convincing proof of their palatability. It

is however in every way satisfactory to obtain evidence
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from the behaviour of Mantichv in the wild state, and

such as we do possess entirely confirms the conclusions to

be drawn from IMr. Marshnll's experiments. In the first

place we liavc the following' observation of his own, made
in the Karkloof, Natal, in February 1807 : —

•

" Saw a Mantis catch a male Iwrta on a flower in the

veldt. It began eating at the base of the abdomen, which
it consumed entirely, and then started on the thorax, of

which it only ate a very little, and then threw it away."

This observation corresponds almost precisely with

man}' made upon the captive insects. Mr. Roland Trimen
also says that he never found the wings of Banais or Acr.va

among the fragments of butterflies which sprinkle the

ground below the feeding-place of a large Mantis, although

he is careful to add that he could not be sure that these

butterflies visited the exudations of Acacia sap, round

which the predaceous insects secure a plentiful supply of

food (Linn. Soc. Trans., vol. xxvi, 187(3, p. 500). It has

already been pointed out that Colonel Yerbury's and

Colonel Bingham's observations upon Mantidiv in the wild

state are entirely confirmatory of Mr. Marshall's observa-

tions of them in captivity, as regards the food which

appears to be freely provided by certain Pierine genera

refused or disliked by other insect-eating animals.

Another question of deep interest raised by Mr.

Marshall's experiments on Maniid.r is the inquiry how
far the species which they reject or eat onl}^ sparingl}' is

unwholesome or even poisonous to them. There is

strong a priori probability for the view that the

preferential appetite of such a form as a Mantis is merely

the strong instinctive tendency to eat the food which best

suits its organization and reject that which suits it least.

Weshould expect therefore that such marked disinclina-

tion to eat Aeneas as we observe in Jllon/id.v indicates,

not distaste or unpalatability in an anthropomorphic sense,

but merely that Acrseas are unwholesome to Mantidie.

The evidence requires to be sifted in detail.

In Experiment III. the signs of weakness seem to be a

too-excessive result of the single Acr/va, and portion of

another, which were eaten. At the same time generic and

specific differences are almost certainly of great import-

ance, and it must be remembered that III., IV., and VII.

belonged to probably the same species, and all exhibited

weakness after an Acvtva diet, resulting in the death of
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IV., the deformity of VII., while III. was released.

Experiments V. and VIII. were also upon the same

species of Mantis. The first, a male, became weak and

probably blind after eating a few Acrasas ; the second, a

female, remained apparently healthy after an exclusively

Acroeine diet for fouiteen days. It is very unfortunate that

this latter experiment could not be continued. It is,

however, clear that in the case of this species and sex a

purely Acroeine diet for fourteen days is not necessarily

unwholesome. Experiments IX., X., and XI. were upon
species which were the same, or nearly the same, and all

females. The first died after an Aciwa diet for twenty

days, the second was perfectly healthy after a mixed butter-

fly diet without Acrxioi/e and Danainm for fifteen days,

while the third lived healthily from April 3 to September 8

upon Acra3as and Limnas clirysippus. The latter seems to

be an insuperable difficulty, but it must be remembered (1)

that chrysippus was given in especially large numbers, and

there is no evidence that Danainm are much rejected by

MantidcV, (2) that the Mantis may have recovered from

the effect of the Acrasas during the long fasts, (3) that the

Acrxa chiefly made use of, A. caldarcna, may be less

unwholesome than the majority of the group.

More experiments are greatly wanted, but Mr. Marshall's

observations render it highly probable that Acrseas are

unwholesome to ManticLv. The definiteness of the

symptoms exhibited, and especially the effect upon the

eye, constitute not unimportant evidence in support of

this conclusion. The appearance of an opaque blotch in

the left eye of three of the Mantises (V., VIL, IX.) suggests

farther experiments in order to test whether we have to

do with mere coincidence or a phenomenon of deeper

significance.

Mr. Marshall's conclusions from his experiments were

written upon the results obtained with spiders as well as

Mantises, and will be found at the end of the section upon
the former (p. 322).

4. Experiments on Spiders in the Karkloof.
(G. A. K. M.) Natal, February 1897.

[The Rev. O. Pickard-Cambridge, F.R.S., informs me
that the species made use of was the common and widely-

distributed Epeirid Nephilengys malabarensis, Walck.

—

E. B. P.]


